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Our aim is to ensure that a child’s first experience of sport and 
physical education at school is a positive and enjoyable one. We 
believe that physical education is an integral element to develop 
a healthy lifestyle and encourages an understanding of healthy 
eating combined with physical activity. 

Through our various contacts and partnerships within the local 
community, we can provide children a pathway into extra-
curricular sports clubs outside of the school’s sports provision. 
We ensure that the core areas of the national curriculum are 
covered and that specific skills are taught in the various sports 
we offer. We provide qualified, enthusiastic coaches that are 
extensively trained, not only in the curriculum but with how to 
best deliver this in a controlled, educational environment. We 
will plan and deliver a detailed syllabus that fits the current 
curriculum guidelines. All students will be evaluated throughout 
the school year and will be assessed termly at no extra cost. Our 
lessons are delivered in a fun, yet composed manner, allowing 
the staff to put the education into PE.

Public liability insurance

Employees insurance

First aid trained 

DBS checked 

Qualified coaches 



With all teachers requiring 2 hours per week for planning, 
preparation and assessments, we can offer the perfect solution 
to meet your school’s needs. When it comes to covering PPA 
time, one of our qualified coaches can deliver planned, detailed 
sessions that are challenging yet enjoyable for each individual.

The syllabus will include:
• No planning is required by teachers. We deliver our own PE   
 scheme, which follows national curriculum guidelines

• We provide all lesson plans, evaluations and assessments

• We will help to establish and sustain a high standard of physical  
 education in your school

• Regular contact will be provided to ensure we are delivering the  
 service and support you need

PPA COVER

Head Teacher Testimonial

“ “EVOLVE have provided sports coaching since 2013 
at Holy Cross Catholic Primary Academy, offering a 
variety of coaching covering the national curriculum. 
The staff that work within EVOLVE are professional, 
conscientious and always punctual. When asked, 
they are also happy to support Teaching staff at 
sporting events and events that are taking place 
within our school.They run after school clubs every 
day of the week, catering for all year groups.



Our teacher mentoring program is a fantastic way to support teachers 
delivering and planning lessons. This can be a very daunting subject for many 
teachers, due to a lack of support and understanding of the different sports.

We can provide a qualified coach to offer support, ideas and reassurance to 
these members of staff. As part of the mentoring program, we can design a 
structured and detailed syllabus that is in line with the national curriculum 
which engages, excites and supports all pupils.

The syllabus will include:
• Lesson plans for each sport covered in the national curriculum
• Rules and expectations for each sport
• A clear breakdown of the main techniques and coaching points for each sport

The lesson plan will include:
• Aims of the lesson       • Clear diagrams/animations of the lesson
• Coaching points/tips   • Progressions/challenges for the group and individuals

We aim to make PE a more enjoyable experience for the pupils and the 
teachers. By giving the teachers more confidence, knowledge and most of all 
help, we believe that we can achieve this.

TEACHER MENTORING

Parent
Testimonial

“ “
Both my children attended many 
of the after school clubs including 
football, rugby, cricket, rounder’s, 
multi-sports and more. These 
clubs were so popular with the 
children, irrespective of ability. 
All the clubs were very well 
organised, disciplined, reasonably 
priced and the coaching of the 
various sports was exceptional.



At EVOLVE, we encourage pupils of all abilities to be a part of our 
PE scheme. We plan sessions to accommodate each individual, 
but are also mindful that some students may require additional 
support outside of our normal sessions.

Through experience, we have found that some students benefit 
from participating in smaller group sessions to enable them to 
focus on the activity, without the distraction that may come from a 
large group of students.

We are able to assess pupils with special needs and set suitable 
learning challenges for each individual. We strive in developing 
their confidence to become involved in various activities and 
educate them in the importance of a healthy and active lifestyle.

We understand that pupils can have diverse learning needs 
and are happy to work with your school to tailor sessions to 
accommodate these. 

In the event that your school wishes to run these sessions 
independently, at EVOLVE we also offer a teacher mentoring 
program. Please refer to the teacher mentoring page of this 
document outlining the details of this.

SEN MENTORING AND LESSONS

Office Manager Testimonial

“
“

EVOLVE have been working with Takeley Primary 
school for the past 4 years, offering after school 
club provisions. Originally, EVOLVE provided the 
school with 2 after school sports clubs per week 
(football & dodgeball) and have this academic year, 
increased to 7 clubs per week, catering for children 
from Reception up to Year 6. The coaches are very 
enthusiastic in teaching the clubs and making sure 
each session is fun. Scott ensures that all his coaches 
meet all safeguarding procedures before starting 
a club. His clubs are very well organised and we 
are always supplied with registers ahead of a club 
starting. Scott and his team are always punctual, well 
presented and extremely professional.



Breakfast Clubs
from £4 per session
There is strong scientific evidence that physical activity has a positive 
effect on academic performance. Studies suggest that it can lead 
to improved mental health, reduction in stress levels and increased 
concentration. Morning clubs are designed to offer working parents 
the opportunity to drop their children at school an hour early, in a safe, 
enjoyable environment. Staff will ensure all children are in the correct 
uniform and in class on time to begin the school day.

Lunchtime Clubs
from £20 per session
Lunch time clubs are another means to get children active during the 
school day. We can provide clubs for set age groups or varied ages 
depending on the needs of the school. We can also work with the school 
and staff to put structures in place to provide all children with activities 
during the lunch period, whilst maintaining safety. We have also provided 
clubs for children with behavioral issues, as sport is an effective way 
to assist negative behavior. This is also a good opportunity to provide 
training for school teams and specific groups.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR CLUBS

Parent Testimonial

“ “My son has learnt so much from EVOLVE and it 
shows when he is playing for his team. All the 
coaches are extremely professional and they 
make my son want to go back each week for 
more as he loves being there.



After School Clubs
from £4 per session
Our sessions are designed to challenge and improve individuals. At 
this phase of our development structure within EVOLVE, our focus is 
developing confidence, creativeness and courage in all individuals, 
regardless of age, ability or gender. These clubs are used as an 
introduction to a sport, the rules and the various basic techniques of 
that sport. If any children show potential or are eager to further their 
development in that sport, we can use our many contacts to help them 
find extra lessons outside of the school timetable.

Clubs available
• Football     • Dodgeball  • Multi Sports

• Gymnastics    • Tag Rugby  • Kwik Cricket

• Netball     • Fitness   • Dance

• Ballet     • Hockey   • Rounders

EXTRA-CURRICULAR CLUBS

Parent Testimonial

“ “My son has been attending the goalkeeper 
training. He thoroughly enjoys it and always 
looks forward to going. A previous bad 
experience with a coach elsewhere who 
demoralised him by shouting and insulting his 
performance put him off but since attending 
EVOLVE, where the coaches understand they 
are kids and take time to explain why things 
are done, he has found his confidence again. 
Highly recommend.



We can provide entertainment at charity events, summer 
fetes and birthday parties. These events are always 
extremely popular and will offer your school a great 
opportunity to raise money. Our prices and packages are 
flexible, please contact us for more information.

• Charity events

• Summer fetes

• Birthday parties

• Sports day

• Fundraisers

• Staff events

• Bubble football

• School holiday camps

OTHER SERVICES

Birthday Party Testimonial

“ “Massive thank you to Scott, Tyler and Co for hosting 
Albies 7th birthday football party! Communication, 
booking and details were amazing from the start! 
The party itself was brilliant thank you so much for 
keeping 35 boys entertained and amused from start 
to finish.
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